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Note:
(A) All the notations have their usual meaning.
(B) Bold letter in equation denotes vector quantitv.
(C) Figures in the parenthesis at the right side of the questions indicate the matks.

Que L: Choose the most correct option for the following multiple choice questions. t10l
/Atternnt All)\t

1) . Capacitance of the capacitor is purely
: (u) Independent quantity

(b) Algebraic quantity
(c) Geometrical quantity
(d) Trigonometric quantity
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2)

3)

4)

Which is basic property of Conductor?
(a) A conductor is not an equipotential surface
(b) Inside the Conductor E = 0; p + 0

(c) Inside the Conductor E * 0; p ;e 0

(d) Inside the Conductor E = 0; p = 0
Unit of capacitance can be written as

(a) VoltX Coulomb
(b) Volt / Coulomb
(c) Coulomb / Yolt
(d) Volt / CoulombP

Ampdre's law can be rvritten as

(a)CurtH=Ir
(b)CurlH=0
(c) CurlB=poH
(d) Divergence H= fr

Ohm's Law can be written as

(a)l=E /o
(b)J = oE
(.) i: pE
(d)I=E/p

The famous ferromagnetic hio is
(a) Diamond, Nickel, Cobalt
(b) Iron, Nickel, Carbon
(c) Iron, Nickel, Cobalt
(d) None of the above (NOTA)

Plasma Parameter can be written as:

(a)No=1
(b)No#1
(c) No >>> L
(d) No <<< 1
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8) For ion waves, the group velocity is to the phase velocity'

(a) Less than
(b) Greater than
(c) Equal to

idl No"* of the above (NOTA)

9)Theneutralfluidwillinteractwithionsandelectronsonlythrough
(a) Pressure
(b) Reaction
(c) Collision
(d) Mixing

10) The Conversion factor in plasma is 1" eV = oK'

(a) 11600

(b) 16100

(c) 1160

(d) 1610

Que 2: Do as directed' (AttemPt A!!)

The Fltrid theory is good approximationfor motions

Under the force of gravity, there is a Drift Vg=

State whether True or False

t08l

Fill in the Blanks'

is the general solution of Laplace's equati;n in onedimension"

ilG.as,. 
"J 

empty"space (M=0)' the relationbetween B and H is 

-'

fnEto B.

1)

2\

3)

4)

5) The dipole moment per unit volume is *ntd paramagnetism'

6i V=IR2 is the equation for the ]oule Heating law'

7\Thesolar.o,o",,uisatenuousplasmawithtemperafureupto200eV.

8) In particular, c': does not depend on k' so the group velocity tr it '"to'

Que 3: Give short answef of the following questions. (Any Te{') [20]

1) Give the 'ilefinition of e'm'f'

2\ Mention any two basic properties of the conductor'

3)Writeao*"therequiredformulaforatomicpolarizability'
4) Draw tt,n ,J.*utic figur., of magnetic dipole for Gilbert model and Ampere

model.
5)MentiontheformulainintegralformforAmpdreLawinmagnetized

materials.
What is meantbY Paramagnetism?
Write down criteria for Plasmas'

Write the formula for flux rule for motional e'm'f'

Explain: what is Plasma?
Is plasma quasineutral? WhY?

nxptain in trief: Langmuir's paradox'

Write the equatio" oi to"utttive derivative for plasma'

6)
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11)
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2')

Answer in detail the following long questions. ( Attempt any Four) I32l

Solve the Laplace's equation using method of separation of variables with

spherical polar coordinates.
wrrut happens when dipole is placed in uniform electric field E? Derive

v.D = pf
Discuss with necessary equation the effect of magnetic field on atomic orbit'

Discuss motional emf and derive formula for flux rule.

Explain in detail Debye shielding. Derive the formula for Debye length trn..

Explain Plasma density.
OUtain Larmor radius when a charged particle is moving in uni{orm magnetic

field and show that the trajectory is heiix.

Discuss: stress tensor for Plasma.
Discuss fluid drift parallel to magnetic field B and Discuss: Plasma

approximation.
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